Summer Kindergarten Parent Testimonial
My children used to walk and hide behind me when we go
somewhere because they are shy. After one and a half month in
Summer Academy, they are now behaving confidently and they are
actually walking in front of me! I am so very relieved! I am very
thankful to Summer Academy because I really see the
improvement in my children. I believe that as I continue to send
them here, I won’t be worrying so much about their future then
because they have found their self-confidence and courage
through Summer Academy.

My children are very happy to come to Summer Academy. Before Summer Academy, my
children didn’t like to attend school. But now, they wake up by themselves in the
morning and wait for me to send them to school. I have never seen this before!
Summer Academy is a school that emphasise personal and character development, which I
feel is the most important thing. My children used to be very shy but now they are
happy, putting a smile on their faces all the time, are more confident and likes to
learn! Even though my house is a long distance away, but my children and I never complain
because we know that they are having fun learning in Summer Academy!
Children in Summer Academy are loved and respected by teachers. They focus more on
children’s strengths and give a lot of encouragement.
I must say I am really impressed with their attitude! They are very cooperative and
always keep parents updated with the progress or any difficulties of our children. And
instead of just following the curriculum, they really look to the needs of the
individual child and work with the child. They really try their best to provide the best
lesson for the children, and are really loving and caring.
The teaching method and materials used are also unique. The learning process in Summer
Academy classrooms uses a lot of active interaction amongst the children and
teachers. The result of this is happy and fun learning experience. The children have
lots of space and opportunities to express themselves and explore for themselves,
much like the method used in western countries. The curriculum is very well rounded as
they also have cookery, computer, dance, art, speech & drama and FasTracKids classes. It’s
a lot of fun!
My family, friends and even my maid have noticed their physical and mental improvement.
They make good use of the knowledge they gain into their everyday life. For e.g. my
children didn’t speak Chinese before, but now they are willing to speak it even though
they are not yet very good. They are becoming very interested in learning Chinese.
I do not regret that I enrol my children to Summer Academy; I only regret that I didn’t
enrol them to Summer Academy earlier!
Joan Hew, mother of Ethan(6) and Elysia(6) Hew
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